Validated Caloric Expenditure Estimation using a Single Body-Worn Sensor
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Previous Research

• Drawbacks

It was controlled laboratory experiment

The experiment was tested on fit College age students.
Outline

1. Experiment Design

2. Algorithms for computing caloric expenditure

3. Step counting

4. Approach for estimating walking grade
Experimental setup

Figure 1. 51 subjects participated in the study; the average age is 39.4 years (std. dev. 13.25 years). Darker colored bars are male subjects (n=23, 45%) while lighter colored bars are female subjects (n=28, 55%).

Figure 3. (left) Subject wearing $\dot{V}O_2$ mask connected to a stationary metabolic system; nose clips ensure that all breathing is through the mouthpiece. (right) MSP, inside a black plastic case, clipped onto the waist. (bottom) Portable field $\dot{V}O_2$ unit. Subjects wear a face mask that is secured tightly against the skin to prevent leaks. The metabolic gas analyzer is worn around the chest.
Computing caloric expenditure

1. Activity type being performed.

2. Subject weight.

3. Speed of movement.

4. Grade at which subjects are moving.
Lab Data Collection

Table 1. Laboratory data collection stages, each subject started and ended with a sitting stage. While the six walking and running stages were always executed in a random order.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MPH</td>
<td>Sit</td>
<td>Stand</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Sit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>3 min</td>
<td>2 min</td>
<td>3 min</td>
<td>3 min</td>
<td>3 min</td>
<td>3 min</td>
<td>3 min</td>
<td>3 min</td>
<td>5 min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Walking</th>
<th>Running</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Field data collection

- Start data collection sitting down for several minutes on the 5th floor
- Stand and walk to the elevator
- Go down and walk through the atrium to get outside
- Walk down a small flight of ~4 stairs and then walk around an inclined area and up a set of steps
- Pick up a heavy object (~20lb) and walk around with it
- Place the object down and sweep the ground for approximately a minute
- Walk back inside to the elevator and up to the 5th floor
- Walk back to the setup area and sit for several minutes
Caloric estimation formulas

• VO2 = R + H + V
R->Resting metabolic rate
H-> Horizontal component
V-> Vertical component
Resting metabolic rate is
R = 3.5ml * kg⁻¹ * min⁻¹
Calories = VO2 L/min * 5.01kcal/L = k/min
For non resting activities

Walking:

\[ H = 0.1 \times \text{speed} \left( \frac{m}{min} \right) \text{ml} \times kg^{-1} \times min^{-1} \]

\[ V = 1.8 \times \text{speed} \left( \frac{m}{min} \right) \text{ml} \times kg^{-1} \times min^{-1} \times \text{grade} \]

Running:

\[ H = 0.2 \times \text{speed} \left( \frac{m}{min} \right) \text{ml} \times kg^{-1} \times min^{-1} \]

\[ V = 0.9 \times \text{speed} \left( \frac{m}{min} \right) \text{ml} \times kg^{-1} \times min^{-1} \times \text{grade} \]
Grade/Slope computation

- Barometric pressure
- Barometric pressure + GPS
- GPS Only
- GPS+GIS sources (US geological survey), LIDAR (air based laser based finder scans)
Figure 6. (top) A plot of the estimated altitudes from GPS, Barometric, and GIS data sources. Note, that the Barometric pressure had an offset added to better illustrate how they all produce reasonable elevation profiles. (bottom) A plot of the estimated grades the person in Figure 6 walked on.
Step computation

• Used a method that uses an adaptive FFT energy based filter, which extracts steps by selecting the lowest frequency bins that account for 10% of the energy in the FFT output.

• This energy threshold allows to robustly use the same method for a variety of walking conditions, sensor positions.
Step Computation

Figure 4. Example accelerometer trace with the magnitude of the accelerometer shown in solid line at the bottom, extracted footfall peaks are marked with X’s, and the estimated speed from the steps is shown as a dotted line. During the first half of the trace the subject was walking at around 3MPH and then began running at 4.5MPH near the 10:44 mark.
Results

\[ \text{Error} = \frac{|\sum \text{computed} \, VO_2 - \sum \text{ground truth} \, VO_2|}{\sum \text{ground truth} \, VO_2} \times 100 \]
Figure 8. (top) Example field data with the ground truth labels, as provided by the experimenters. (bottom) The same trace with the re-labeled activities listed as either sitting (still) or walking (moving) activities. The darkened portions of the accelerometer trace are those inferred by the activity inference as being walking. As you can see there are some instances where the ground truth labels are somewhat misleading and there are portions where the inference could be improved to better infer the activities.
CALORIC EXPENDITURE ON MOBILE PHONES

• Accelerometer data was used instead of MSP data.
• Drawbacks
  Battery life
  Software control
A Synthetic Day

• Sleep until 8AM, go for a half hour jog around their neighborhood before returning to get ready for work
• Walk about half a mile to the bus stop and go to work, where they spend most of their time sitting at their desk
• making relatively few short walking trips to other coworkers offices and down to the lunch room
• After work they, catch a ride to watch a movie with friends, before walking to a restaurant, eating dinner,
• and then heading home, where they do a bit of work and watch TV before heading off to bed.
A Synthetic Day

Figure 9. Histogram showing the calories burned during a hypothetical data created using a synthetic data set from one of our test subjects. The vast majority of calories and time are spent in sedentary activities, sitting and sleeping.
Conclusion

• The caloric estimates using ACSM algorithms yield good results.
• Smart phones are capable of performing same computation with accuracy(+/−3%).
• The paper has shown that use of barometric pressure sensor and GPS enhance the performance by 5-10%.
• The system in its current form under-estimates caloric expenditure.